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Steve	Zappe	
3	Escopeta	Ct	

Santa	Fe,	NM	87506	
	
	
Mr.	Ricardo	Maestas	
New	Mexico	Environment	Department	
2905	Rodeo	Park	Drive	East,	Building	1	
Santa	Fe,	NM	87505	
	
April	19,	2023	
	
Ricardo,	
	
I	am	submitting	these	brief	comments	on	the	December	20,	2022	Permit	Renewal	draft	
Permit	(draft	Permit)	issued	by	the	New	Mexico	Environment	Department	(NMED)	for	the	
Waste	Isolation	Pilot	Plant	(WIPP).	The	draft	Permit	is	based	upon	a	Renewal	Application	
submitted	to	NMED	by	the	US	Department	of	Energy	(DOE)	Carlsbad	Field	Office	and	
Nuclear	Waste	Partnership	(Permittees)	on	March	31,	2020,	along	with	an	Updated	
redline	strikeout	(RLSO)	for	the	Renewal	Application	on	March	17,	2022.	The	draft	Permit	
also	includes	changes	proposed	by	NMED	to	address	their	concerns.	
	
I	am	also	requesting	a	public	hearing	as	specified	in	the	December	20,	2022	public	notice	
and	fact	sheet	on	the	draft	Permit.	I	have	included	my	request	at	the	end	of	my	comments,	
and	have	provided	all	required	information	for	a	complete	request.	
	
While	I	generally	support	renewal	of	the	WIPP	Hazardous	Waste	Facility	Permit,	I	oppose	
NMED’s	draft	Permit	primarily	because	it	retains	the	language	introduced	into	the	Permit	
by	the	2018	hearing	regarding	the	Class	3	“Clarification	of	TRU	Mixed	Waste	Disposal	
Volume	Reporting”	modification	for	which	the	NMED	Secretary	issued	a	Final	Order	
approving	the	draft	Permit	on	December	21,	2018.	Although	several	parties	to	the	hearing	
challenged	the	Final	Order,	it	was	ultimately	affirmed	by	the	New	Mexico	Court	of	Appeals	
on	November	9,	2021.	
	
Among	other	things,	this	“Volume	of	Record”	(VOR)	modification	implemented	the	
following	changes:	
	

• Created	two	new	waste	volume	definitions	in	the	Permit	
o TRU	Mixed	Waste	Volume,	and	
o Land	Withdrawal	Act	TRU	Waste	Volume	of	Record	(LWA	VOR)	

• Limited	the	Permit’s	concern	with	waste	volume	solely	to	the	volume	of	waste	
disposed	of	in	Underground	Hazardous	Waste	Disposal	Units	(HWDUs)	or	Panels	by	
removing	relevant	references	to	the	maximum	repository	capacity	of	6.2	million	
cubic	feet	

• Allowed	the	DOE	to	“track	and	report”	the	LWA	VOR	separately	from	the	Permit	
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What	are	my	reasons	for	believing	that	I	can	seek	removal	of	these	2018	VOR	changes	from	
the	draft	Permit?	
	

• Issues	that	were	excluded	from	consideration	at	the	2018	VOR	hearing	are	not	
excluded	for	this	draft	Permit;	

• Issues	raised	at	the	2018	hearing	can	be	revisited	and	brought	into	clearer	focus	
with	the	hindsight	of	nearly	five	years	of	experience;	

• The	impacts	that	my	original	comments	predicted	would	happen	have	created	
significant	issues	for	NMED;	

• The	likely	basis	for	NMED’s	support	in	2018	was	a	policy	decision	by	the	previous	
administration,	and	was	based	entirely	on	adopting	the	Permittees’	position;	

• The	now-current	administration	is	free	to	embrace	a	policy	that	is	more	clearly	
aligned	with	the	historical	record	that	Don	Hancock	of	Southwest	Research	and	
Information	Center	(SRIC)	and	I	each	presented	independently	at	the	2018	hearing;	

• I	believe	that	if	DOE	suffers	consequences	for	creating	an	alternate	universe	
requiring	two	different	volume	calculation	schemes	in	lieu	of	failing	to	consider	a	
fallback	plan	for	additional	disposal	capacity,	then	they	deserve	it.	

	
I	am	not	going	to	reiterate	my	previous	comments	and	testimony	on	the	2018	Permit	
Modification	Request	(PMR)	changes.	I	hereby	incorporate	by	reference	the	following	
documents	found	in	the	WIPP	facility	record	that	support	and	provide	greater	detail	to	my	
comments	provided	here:	
	

• 180402.48	–	Zappe	Comments	on	January	2018	Class	2	WIPP	PMR	
• 180914.37	–	Zappe	Comments	on	August	2018	WIPP	Draft	Permit	
• 181015	–	Zappe	Statement	of	Intent	to	Present	Technical	Testimony	
• 181124	–	HWB	18-19	Zappe	Proposed	Findings	of	Fact	and	Conclusions	of	Law	
• 181129.5	–	HWB	18-19	Zappe	Comments	on	Hearing	Officer	Report	

	
Volume	of	Record	#1	–	Issues	Excluded	from	the	2018	Hearing	
	
The	Permittees	went	to	great	lengths	to	avoid	any	indication	that	their	2018	VOR	
modification	might	result	in	an	expansion	of	the	amount	or	type	of	waste	that	could	be	
disposed	at	WIPP.	They	did	say	the	original	design	of	the	WIPP	repository	was	wrong	
because	the	designers	hadn’t	accounted	for	the	number	of	containers	that	needed	to	be	
overpacked.	At	the	hearing,	their	attorney	said	in	his	opening	statement:	

“…	it's	very	important	to	understand	what	this	PMR	will	do	or	will	not.	And	it	does	not	
seek	to	expand	authorized	capacity.	It	does	not	seek	to	add	additional	hazardous	
waste	disposal	units.	It	does	not	seek	to	add	additional	waste	streams.”	(AR	181033,	
PDF	page	28,	ll	16-21	

	
And	in	a	sense,	that’s	true.	The	actual	PMR	didn’t	ask	for	any	of	those	things,	because	in	
developing	the	PMR,	they	were	careful	not	to	lay	all	their	cards	on	the	table.	The	truth	of	
the	matter	was,	this	PMR	was	simply	the	first	step	in	their	attempt	to	deceive	NMED,	and	
by	extension	the	public,	of	the	real	intent	of	the	PMR	and	DOE’s	ultimate	goal	–	to	dispose	
of	a	vast	quantity	of	waste	that	had	never	been	anticipated	as	coming	to	WIPP,	neither	
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when	Congress	authorized	it	in	1979	nor	when	Congress	established	the	6.2	million	ft3	of	
TRU	waste	disposal	limit	in	the	WIPP	Land	Withdrawal	Act	in	1992.	In	order	to	accomplish	
that	first	step,	the	PMR	sought	to:	

• Convince	NMED	to	relinquish	regulatory	authority	to	enforce	the	Congressionally	
mandated	limit	for	waste	disposal	at	WIPP;	

• Let	DOE	define	(for	the	second	time)	how	waste	volume	would	be	determined;	and	
• Lay	the	groundwork	to	expand	the	capacity	of	WIPP	to	attain	their	goal	of	disposing	

of	virtually	all	waste	that	might	foreseeably	meet	the	WIPP	waste	acceptance	
criteria	for	an	indefinite	period	of	time	into	the	future.	

	
Many	people	attempted	to	raise	the	issue	of	WIPP	expansion	in	public	comment	and	at	the	
hearing.	Actually,	there	are	two	related	issues	related	to	WIPP	expansion	at	play	here:	

• Expanding	the	volume	of	waste	accepted	for	disposal	at	WIPP,	and	
• Extending	the	time	for	acceptance	of	waste	for	disposal	at	WIPP	

	
If	the	Permittees	are	allowed	to	control	the	definition	of	how	waste	volume	is	calculated	
(and	thereby	how	long	it	will	take	to	reach	the	Congressionally	mandated	limit	of	6.2	
million	ft3),	it	will	by	necessity	extend	the	time	it	will	take	to	reach	that	volume	limit.	
	
Although	not	available	at	that	time,	a	later	April	2020	final	report	issued	by	the	National	
Academy	of	Sciences	entitled,	“Review	of	the	Department	of	Energy's	Plans	for	Disposal	of	
Surplus	Plutonium	in	the	Waste	Isolation	Pilot	Plant”	(AR	200505)	addressed	many	
concerns	about	disposal	of	surplus	plutonium	and	other	proposed	waste	streams	at	WIPP.	
Because	the	VOR	had	already	been	implemented	in	the	WIPP	Permit,	the	NAS	report	
presented	a	graph	of	the	volumes	of	emplaced	and	future	TRU	waste	stream	estimates	
before	and	after	implementation	of	the	VOR	(Figure	3-9,	page	67,	PDF	page	80).	
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As	is	obvious	from	this	graph,	VOR	is	absolutely	necessary	in	order	for	WIPP	to	accept	any	
waste	beyond	the	projected	future	TRU	waste	that	DOE	has	already	anticipated	in	their	
Annual	TRU	Waste	Inventory	Reports	(ATWIR).	Stated	another	way,	VOR	is	unnecessary	if	
other	historically	unanticipated	wastes	are	excluded	from	disposal	at	WIPP.	These	
arguments	were	not	allowed	to	be	considered	during	the	2018	VOR	hearing.	
	
Volume	of	Record	#2	–	Revisiting	Issues	Raised	at	the	2018	Hearing	
	
I	was	disappointed	by	NMED	concurring	with	the	Permittees’	position	that	DOE	not	only	
had	the	sole	authority	to	redefine	how	waste	volumes	were	calculated	to	demonstrate	
compliance	with	the	LWA	statutory	limit	of	6.2	million	ft3,	but	also	that	DOE	alone	(and	not	
NMED)	would	determine	when	that	limit	had	been	achieved.	I	was	personally	confronted	at	
the	hearing	during	cross-examination	with	a	series	of	questions	by	the	Permittees’	attorney	
as	to	whether	I	knew	if	federal	or	state	hazardous	waste	laws	or	regulations	ever	
“mandated	maximum	capacities”	in	hazardous	waste	facility	permits	(AR	181033,	Day	3,	p.	
88-89,	PDF	p.	613-614).	
	
Of	course,	the	general	answer	is	no…	“normal”	hazardous	waste	facility	permits	are	issued	
on	a	“per	unit”	basis,	where	storage	or	disposal	units	are	approved	for	a	specific	volume	or	
amount	of	waste.	However,	the	only	exception	I’m	aware	of	is	WIPP	–	Congress	not	only	
designated	WIPP	as	subject	to	RCRA	regulations,	but	they	also	mandated	an	overall	
capacity	limit	for	the	repository,	and	DOE’s	original	application	depicted	a	facility	design	
based	on	these	two	well-understood	and	consistently	documented	assumptions	(in	DOE’s	
own	publications):	

• Waste	volume	is	reported	as	the	amount	of	space	occupied	by	the	waste	and	its	
container	(i.e.,	gross	internal	volume	of	the	outermost	container)	[AR	180402.48D,	
p.	5,	PDF	p.	2].	

• Overpacks	are	considered	the	outermost	waste	container	for	disposal,	and	any	
overpacked	containers	inside	of	an	overpack	are	considered	part	of	the	waste	[AR	
180402.48A,	PDF	p.	3].		

	
If	given	the	chance	to	present	this	case	again,	I	would	also	emphasize	the	section	of	my	
April	3,	2018	comments	under	the	heading	“DOE	has	no	“mandate”	to	self-regulate	…”	(AR	
180402.48,	pp.	9-11)	that	the	1977	DOE	Organization	Act,	P.L.	95-91	(AR	180121.01,	to	
which	they	appeal	their	authority	to	self-regulate)	is	superseded	by	both	the	1992	Federal	
Facility	Compliance	Act	(FFCA)	(AR	180402.48C,	which	requires	an	inventory	of	mixed	
waste	to	each	state)	and	the	near-simultaneous	1992	WIPP	Land	Withdrawal	Act	(AR	
180706.03,	which	includes	making	WIPP	subject	to	RCRA	regulations).	The	final	paragraph	
in	my	original	comments	concludes:	

Yes,	“Congress	authorized	the	DOE	to	regulate	TRU	waste	under	its	control,”	but	that	
was	1977,	and	a	lot	of	water	has	passed	under	the	proverbial	bridge	since	then.	DOE	
has	been	given	no	explicit	“responsibility”	to	redefine	waste	volume	for	WIPP.	They	
made	their	choice	nearly	25	years	ago	in	response	to	the	FFCA	requirement	to	report	
waste	amounts,	and	the	LWA	sealed	their	fate	by	requiring	WIPP	to	comply	with	RCRA.	
There	is	no	looking	back,	and	there	is	no	longer	a	“mandate,”	especially	for	them	to	
make	up	something	drastically	different	now.	NMED	is	the	undisputed	RCRA	regulator	
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for	WIPP,	and	NMED	should	clearly	and	without	reservation	reject	the	idea	of	two	
different	definitions	for	waste	disposal	volumes	at	WIPP,	especially	when	one	of	the	
definitions	eliminates	NMED’s	enforcement	authority.	

	
Also,	one	fact	I	was	unable	to	present	more	fully	at	the	hearing	dealt	with	the	Permittees	
claiming	to	have	been	unable	to	anticipate	the	volume	of	waste	being	overpacked	and	
thereby	consuming	more	disposal	capacity	than	previously	anticipated.	In	my	September	
20,	2018	comments	on	the	VOR	draft	Permit,	I	addressed	my	concern	that	the	Permittees	
had	not	adequately	explained	the	role	of	overpacking	in	their	justification	for	seeking	this	
PMR	(AR	180914.37,	pp.	16-18).	In	these	comments,	I	described	how	I	used	information	
available	in	the	WDS/WWIS	Public	Access	System	to	identify	three	specific	overpack	
containers	that	were	responsible	for	nearly	99%	of	the	reduction	of	reported	volumes	of	
emplaced	waste	at	that	time	using	the	VOR	calculation.	These	were	the	TDOP	with	10	55-
gallon	drums,	the	SWB	with	4	55-gallon	drums,	and	the	55-gallon	drum	with	a	12-in	
Standard	POC.	
	
Unfortunately,	I	didn’t	include	spreadsheet	and	graphs	depicting	the	disposal	of	these	
containers	over	time.	When	I	attempted	to	introduce	this	information	during	my	direct	
testimony	at	the	hearing,	it	was	denied	because	I	hadn’t	included	it	with	my	pre-filed	
testimony	(AR	181033,	Day	3,	p.	66-71,	PDF	p.	591-596).	However,	I’ve	attached	the	
spreadsheet	to	my	comments	and	include	the	graphs	here,	reflecting	emplacements	
through	September	12,	2018.	
	

	
Figure	1	–	Number	of	12”	POC	Containers	Disposed	by		Year	
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Rocky	Flats	shipped	21,174	POC	containers	for	emplacement	between	June	1999	and	April	
2005,	representing	92%	of	POCs	emplaced	during	that	time.	The	Permittees	clearly	were	
aware	of	this	significant	number	of	POC	containers	emplaced	in	Panels	1	and	2.	
	

	
Figure	2	–	Number	of	Other	Overpack	Containers	Disposed	by	Year	

	
The	Permittees	received	the	first	shipments	of	both	SWB	overpacks	and	TDOPs	in	2003,	
with	the	greatest	annual	emplacement	of	TDOPs	occurring	in	the	2005-2006	timeframe.	
Very	few	TDOPs	are	direct	loaded	(not	shown	here,	but	only	26	between	2013	and	2017),	
and	nearly	all	TDOPs	are	overpacking	up	to	ten	55-gallons	drums.	The	majority	of	these	are	
for	purposes	of	“payload	management,”	which	may	have	been	“unanticipated”	when	the	
Permittees	first	submitted	their	application	for	a	disposal	permit	back	in	1995,	but	it	was	a	
conscious	decision	by	DOE	to	develop	and	implement	it.	As	I	had	pointed	out	in	my	written	
testimony	at	the	VOR	hearing,	using	TDOPs	for	payload	management	is	generally	a	“bad”	
packaging	decision	from	efficiently	using	WIPP	disposal	capacity	because	it	allows	low	
activity	containers	that	don’t	meet	the	TRU	alpha	activity	concentration	requirement	on	
their	own	to	qualify	for	disposal	by	averaging	the	TRU	alpha	activity	concentration	across	
multiple	high	activity	containers.	In	any	case,	these	two	figures	show	that	the	impact	of	
overpacking	over	time	is	clearly	discernable	and	that	the	statement	that	“…	the	DOE	did	not	
anticipate…	the	need	to	overpack	numerous	containers	prior	to	shipping”	is	unsupported.	
(AR	180706,	p.	6,	PDF	p.	9)	
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Volume	of	Record	#3	–	Predicted	Outcomes	
	
In	my	April	3,	2018	public	comment	on	the	Class	2	VOR	PMR,	I	predicted:	

“Although	never	clearly	stated	in	the	PMR,	it	appears	that	the	Permittees’	true	intent	
in	submitting	this	PMR	and	defining	the	LWA	VOR	is	to	exclude	NMED	from	having	any	
regulatory	oversight	and	enforcement	authority	over	determining	when	the	
Permittees	have	reached	(or	exceeded)	the	LWA	total	capacity	limit	of	6.2	million	ft3	of	
waste,	and	thus	determining	when	to	initiate	final	repository	closure.”	(AR	180402.48,	
p.	7-8)	

	
I	predicted	that	NMED	would	relinquish	enforcement	authority	with	respect	to	declaring	
when	the	LWA	capacity	limit	had	been	reached,	and	be	relegated	primarily	to	permitting	
new	HWDUs	and	watching	them	fill	up,	with	no	clear	end	in	sight	because	they	could	no	
longer	visualize	what	constituted	a	“full	WIPP.”	Would	it	be	9	panels,	or	19	panels?	Would	it	
happen	in	2035	or	in	2085?	
	
The	outcome	has	been	predictable.	The	concerns	of	a	“Forever	WIPP”	have	emerged	into	
the	public	comments,	previously	unthinkable	when	WIPP	had	a	clear	mission	as	a	pilot	
plant	and	had	a	clearly	defined	capacity	limit	based	upon	waste	volume	being	the	“gross	
internal	volume	of	the	outermost	container.”	
	
Likewise,	unable	to	operate	under	the	premise	of	the	original	1999	permit	where	the	
volume	is	predictably	determined	for	every	container,	NMED	has	been	forced	to	rely	on	a	
number	of	unusual	and	sometimes	questionable	imposed	conditions	in	the	draft	Permit	
that	have	drawn	the	ire	of	WIPP	supporters,	mainly	from	the	communities	surrounding	
WIPP	in	southeast	New	Mexico.	Some	comments	have	accused	NMED	of	overstepping	their	
regulatory	authority	by	daring	to	require	the	DOE	to	make	plans	for	a	second	repository,	or	
to	think	that	NMED	has	any	authority	over	volume	reporting	beyond	the	capacity	of	
individual	panels.	
	
Here	are	the	topics	that	NMED	is	proposing	to	impose	conditions	in	the	draft	Permit	that	
would	be	unnecessary	if	the	VOR	language	was	removed	from	the	Permit.	
	
Topic	 Citation	 Summary	of	why	unnecessary	
#1	
Closure	

Section	6.5.2	 Pre-VOR	language	reverts	back	to	original	language	regarding	6.2	
million	ft3	calculated	as	gross	internal	volume	of	outermost	
container,	and	NMED	enforces	it.	

#2	
Permit	Revocation	

Section	1.3.1	 Questionable	whether	this	is	even	legally	enforceable.	

#3	
Prioritization	and	
Risk	Reduction	of	
New	Mexico	Waste	

Section	4.2.1.4	 This	language	not	unenforceable	and	is	improper	for	a	disposal	
facility’s	permit.	The	preferred	approach	is	a	legally	binding	order	
on	consent	between	the	State	of	New	Mexico,	the	Department	of	
Energy,	and	NNSA	for	shipping	TRU	waste	from	LANL,	as	well	as	
modifying	the	Permit	to	exclude	all	non-ATWIR	waste	

#7	
Siting	Another	
Repository	

Section	2.14.3	 Issue	would	be	rendered	moot	if	non-ATWIR	waste	was	instead	
added	to	an	expanded	“excluded	waste”	table	and	conditions.	
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Volume	of	Record	#4	–	NMED’s	2018	Support	Was	a	Policy	Decision	
	
This	is	perhaps	the	most	difficult	allegation	to	conclusively	prove,	but	I	am	confident	that	
NMED’s	support	of	the	2018	VOR	PMR	was	entirely	a	policy	decision.	A	highly	reliable	
former	NMED	employee	who	will	remain	anonymous	for	now	informed	me	during	a	casual	
conversation	that	the	reason	NMED	supported	the	PMR	was	because	“[The	Secretary]	
wanted	it.”	If	it	becomes	relevant	for	me	to	substantiate	this	claim,	I	will	strive	to	get	an	
affidavit	from	the	individual,	who	currently	is	unaware	of	my	sharing	this	allegation.	
	
This	is	not	simply	a	speculative	allegation	on	my	part,	because	I	have	personally	been	
impacted	for	defending	policy	decisions	by	the	governor	and	senior	NMED	management	in	
the	past,	a	few	examples	of	which	are	provided	as	footnotes.12	While	my	examples	dealt	
with	public	revelations	that	demanded	a	response	(the	threat	of	reclassifying	high	level	
waste	so	it	could	be	disposed	at	WIPP)	or	revising	health	risks	levels	in	the	Permit	in	the	

																																																								
1	In	2003,	DOE	began	publicly	discussing	the	possibility	of	considering	waste	stored	in	tanks	that	had	
historically	been	managed	as	high	level	waste	and	reclassifying	it	as	TRU	waste	eligible	for	disposal	at	WIPP.	
Then-governor	Bill	Richardson	had	made	public	statements	expressing	his	opposition	to	this	proposed	action,	
and	NMED	Secretary	Ron	Curry	internally	directed	me	to	find	a	way	to	modify	the	WIPP	permit	to	forbid	such	
tank	waste	at	WIPP.	I	knew	that	was	an	impossible	request	to	directly	fulfill,	because	the	state	doesn’t	have	
the	legal	authority	to	regulate	the	radioactive	component	of	mixed	waste.	I	remember	distinctly	telling	my	
staff	that	it	would	have	been	easier	if	I’d	been	directed	to	spin	straw	into	gold,	as	the	old	fairy	tale	goes.	On	
November	26,	2003,	NMED	issued	a	fact	sheet	and	public	notice	of	its	intent	to	approve	an	agency-initiated	
modification	that	would	instead	“limit	the	waste	eligible	for	disposal	to	the	inventory	that	was	identified	
when	the	permit	was	originally	issued.”	This	announcement	apparently	triggered	negotiations	between	the	
governor’s	staff	and	DOE	upper	management	to	find	an	alternate	solution,	and	on	June	15,	2004	NMED	
announced	that	the	hearing	on	the	agency-initiated	modification	was	postponed	indefinitely,	saying	“No	
further	action	in	this	proceeding	will	take	place	pending	a	decision	on	a	PMR	that	the	Permittees	intend	to	file	
that	may	supplant	the	NMED	agency-initiated	modification.”	The	issue	was	finally	settled	after	NMED	
approved	a	PMR	submitted	by	the	Permittees	to	exclude	waste	from	specific	tanks.	This	NMED	press	release	
from	October	29,	2004	reflects	how	this	PMR	was	the	direct	result	of	a	policy	directive	from	the	governor.	My	
hair	turned	a	little	grayer	over	those	11	months.	
2	Another	issue	arose	leading	up	to	the	2010	permit	renewal	hearing.	The	Permittees	had	earlier	submitted	a	
Class	2	PMR	seeking	a	change	to	Permit	Table	4.6.2.3	in	response	to	EPA's	revised	estimate	of	risk	from	
exposure	to	carbon	tetrachloride,	which	reduced	the	inhalation	cancer	risk	from	carbon	tetrachloride	by	2.5	
times.	The	PMR	sought	to	reapportion	the	VOC	risk,	but	NMED	chose	simply	to	increase	the	Concentration	of	
Concern	for	only	carbon	tetrachloride	on	this	table	by	a	factor	of	2.5,	and	defer	the	Permittees’	reapportion	
issue	until	the	hearing.	At	hearing,	the	Permittees	failed	to	fulfill	their	burden	proof	to	reapportion	the	risk	by	
waiting	until	rebuttal	testimony	by	Bob	Kehrman,	witness	for	Permittees,	to	present	evidence	of	his	
calculations.	I	had	stated	in	my	testimony,	“The	Department	does	not	have	a	strong	preference	for	any	
particular	reapportionment	approach	so	long	as	the	resultant	excess	cancer	risk	from	carcinogenic	VOCs	does	
not	exceed	the	10-5	occupational	exposure	limit,”	but	the	evidence	was	not	timely	and	they	didn’t	get	what	
they	wanted.	Even	though	I	was	expressing	the	position	and	policy	of	NMED	management	(who	apparently	
didn’t	want	to	give	the	Permittees	assistance	in	dealing	with	their	increased	carbon	tetrachloride	emissions	
from	the	repository),	I	am	certain	the	Permittees	blamed	me	personally	for	not	helping	them	their	way	at	the	
hearing.	The	final	order	granting	the	renewal	was	issued	November	30,	2010,	and	became	effective	in	the	
final	days	of	the	Richardson	administration.	On	May	4,	2011,	I	was	removed	from	my	position	as	WIPP	Project	
Leader	by	the	new	NMED	cabinet	secretary	and	assigned	to	be	the	State	Food	Program	manager,	a	move	I	
viewed	as	retaliation	initiated	by	representatives	and	contractors	for	the	M&O	contractor	at	WIPP,	who	had	
developed	a	close	and	sympathetic	relationship	with	the	Martinez	administration	and	who	had	participated	
during	the	transition	between	administrations.	
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face	of	increased	hazardous	emissions	from	WIPP,	the	VOR	PMR	was	totally	different.	It	
was	a	brazen	attempt	to	rewrite	history,	and	a	bid	to	“make	hay	while	the	sun	shines,”	to	
borrow	a	colloquialism	similar	to	“get	it	while	you	can.”		
	
While	DOE	has	always	considered	the	long	range	plan	for	WIPP	and	its	mission	to	dispose	
of	defense-related	transuranic	waste	and	other	potential	waste	streams,	they	had	a	lot	of	
time	to	contemplate	their	future	during	the	hiatus	while	disposal	activities	were	halted	for	
nearly	three	years	following	the	drum	rupture	event	on	February	14,	2014.	During	that	
time,	the	Permittees	succeeded	in	cultivating	a	more	“accommodating”	management	team	
at	NMED	over	the	early	years	from	2011	through	2016	(Secretary	Ryan	Flynn,	WIPP	
Project	Lead/WPD	Division	Director	Trais	Kliphuis,	and	RPD	Director	Kathryn	Roberts)	but	
by	late	2016	all	of	them	had	moved	on,	leaving	Cabinet	Secretary	Butch	Tongate	(appointed	
September	12,	2016)	without	anyone	with	institutional	knowledge	of	WIPP	in	upper	
management	at	NMED.	Meanwhile,	at	the	HWB	level,	both	James	Bearzi	and	I	had	been	
reassigned	on	May	4,	2011,	Steven	Holmes	of	my	staff	passed	away	unexpectedly	the	
beginning	of	2016,	and	other	staff	such	as	Kate	Lynnes,	Tim	Hall,	and	Sid	Brandwein	had	
moved	on…	only	John	Kieling,	the	new	HWB	Chief,	and	Ricardo	Maestas	remained,	and	
Ricardo’s	knowledge	of	the	WIPP	administrative	record	was	limited	to	what	he	had	
acquired	and	retained	since	being	hired	into	the	WIPP	group	in	November	2008.	The	only	
other	significant	representative	for	NMED	was	Legal	Counsel	Jennifer	Hower,	who	
represented	NMED	between	around	2008	and	later	as	NMED	General	Counsel	(including	at	
the	2018	hearing)	before	resigning	from	NMED	in	March	2021.	
	
So,	sometime	between	2016	and	2018,	the	Permittees	were	prepared	to	approach	NMED	
with	a	PMR	containing	a	fabricated	revisionist	history	of	WIPP,	aided	by	Bob	Kehrman,	
long-time	WIPP	M&O	employee	(and	later	paid	consultant)	for	the	Permittees.	
	
This	is	presumption	on	my	part,	but	an	agreement	was	likely	reached	between	the	
Permittees	and	Secretary	Tongate	and	General	Counsel	Hower	for	NMED	to	fully	support	
the	January	31,	2018	Class	2	(and	subsequent	Class	3)	PMR,	which	asserted	the	following	
as	facts:	

• The	TRU	mixed	waste	volumes	reported	in	the	permit	are	only	“for	the	purposes	of	
reporting	and	comparing	these	volumes	to	the	maximum	hazardous	waste	disposal	
unit	(HWDU)	capacities	prescribed	by”	the	Permit.	(AR	180121,	PDF	p.	6)	

• “[T]he	maximum	capacity	of	the	WIPP	repository…	is	based	on	the	TRU	mixed	waste	
capacities	of	the	individual	HWDUs…	and	is	not	based	on	the	LWA	total	capacity	
limit	of	6.2	million	cubic	feet	(ft3)…	as	authorized	by	Congress	in	the	WIPP	LWA	of	
1992”	(ibid.)	

• “The	LWA	TRU	waste	VOR	is	related	to	the	quantity	of	waste	that	resides	at	the	
generator/storage	sites	prior	to	final	packaging	within	the	payload	container	and	is	
directly	related	to	the	total	capacity	limit	specified	in	the	WIPP	LWA.”	(emphasis	
added,	ibid.,	PDF	p.	7)	

• “[I]t	is	inappropriate	to	associate	the	TRU	mixed	waste	volume	allowed	by	the	
Permit	with	the	LWA	TRU	waste	VOR	because	the	volumes	serve	separate	and	
distinct	purposes.”	(ibid.,	PDF	p.	10)	

• “The	TRU	mixed	waste	volumes	recorded	in	the	Permit	are	not	consistent.”	(ibid.)	
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• “For	the	purposes	of	analyses	in	SEIS-II,	the	volume	of	the	drum	or	cask	is	used,	as	if	
the	drum	or	cask	were	full	without	void	space.”	(ibid.,	PDF	p.	12)	

• The	Permittees	assumed	“[a]s	stated	in	the	SEIS-II,	containers	would	be	totally	full”	
(ibid.)	

• The	Permittees	also	assumed	“…	NMED	would	issue	a	Permit	for	the	entire	facility	
(i.e.,	all	existing	and	future	disposal	units,	all	10	panels	described	in	the	Part	B	
Permit	Application)	(ibid)		

• “The	assumption	that	the	Permit	volume	and	the	ROD/C&C/LWA	volume	are	linked	
is	not	valid…	and	language	to	this	effect	in	the	Permit	constrains	the	DOE	from	
achieving	the	goal	of	removing	the	inventory	of	TRU	mixed	waste	from	the	
generator/storage	sites.”	(ibid.,	PDF	pp.	12-13)	

• “Experience	with	packaging	waste	at	the	generator/storage	site	has	resulted	in	
waste	containers	that	are	not	full	as	assumed	in	the	ROD	[record	of	decision].”	(ibid.,	
PDF	p.	13)	

• “When	the	Permit	was	issued	by	the	NMED,	the	Permit	did	not	authorize	the	
proposed	design	capacity	of	the	repository	(i.e.,	all	10	panels).	Instead,	the	NMED	
chose	to	authorize	the	facility	on	a	unit-by-unit	basis,	as	reflected	by	the	capacities	
listed	in	Table	4.1.1”	(ibid.)	

• “Therefore,	Section	7	of	the	Part	A	Permit	Application	should	reflect	the	total	
maximum	capacity	of	the	permitted	HWDUs	shown	in	Table	4.1.1	since	that	is	the	
current	authorized	capacity.”	(ibid.)	

	
My	comments	on	the	Class	2	PMR	and	the	VOR	draft	Permit,	as	well	as	my	testimony,	
findings	of	fact/conclusion	of	law,	and	comments	on	the	Hearing	Officer	Report,	refute	
every	one	of	these	statements.	Every	one	of	these	statements	is	demonstrably	false	or	
misleading,	and	yet	NMED	supported	every	one	of	these	statements	as	true	and	
factual	at	the	2018	hearing.	Why?	Because	they	didn’t	know	any	better,	or	they	blithely	
accepted	everything	the	Permittees	said	as	true.	Neither	Secretary	Tongate	nor	General	
Counsel	Hower	had	any	experience	or	clear	understanding	of	the	historical	administrative	
record	supporting	the	WIPP	permit.	
	
But	they	undoubtedly	knew	why	the	Permittees	wanted	this	change.	In	explaining	why	the	
PMR	is	a	Class	2	modification,	the	Permittees	actually	cut	to	the	heart	of	their	problem	and	
stated	the	real	need	for	the	change:	

“The	Permittees	currently	track	TRU	mixed	waste	volume	and	associate	this	volume	
with	the	LWA	total	capacity	limit	for	TRU	waste.	This	association	is	reflected	by	
several	statements	in	the	Permit	that	reference	the	6.2	million	ft3	total	capacity	limit	
of	TRU	waste	imposed	by	the	LWA…	[However],	the	association	in	the	Permit	
constrains	the	permitting	of	future	TRU	mixed	waste	disposal	capacity	within	
the	regulated	unit.”	(emphasis	added,	ibid.,	PDF	p.	10)	

	
And	repeating	a	part	of	one	of	the	bulleted	points	above:	

“…	language…	in	the	Permit	constrains	the	DOE	from	achieving	the	goal	of	
removing	the	inventory	of	TRU	mixed	waste	from	the	generator/storage	
sites.”	(emphasis	added,	ibid.,	PDF	pp.	12-13)	
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The	only	thing	constraining	the	Permittees	from	achieving	their	goal	were	the	historically	
reported	volumes	that	were	inconveniently	too	large.	But	the	Permittees’	goal	wasn’t	
simply	to	dispose	of	the	waste	historically	identified	as	destined	for	WIPP.	You	only	have	to	
look	at	the	2020	NAS	report	referenced	above	and	Figure	3-9	to	see	that	WIPP	was	
perfectly	capable	of	holding	not	only	the	emplaced	TRU	waste	but	also	the	currently	
projected	TRU	waste	that	is	identified	in	the	ATWIR.	Despite	arguing	that	the	PMR	was	not	
about	expansion,	that	was	the	heart	and	soul	of	it,	because	they	had	plans	for	other	waste,	
outside	of	the	ATWIR,	that	would	consume	a	huge	amount	of	space	due	to	the	need	to	
overpack	all	of	the	diluted	surplus	plutonium.	
	
All	this	leads	to	the	final	question	about	the	VOR	PMR…	if	the	Permittees	weren’t	seeking	to	
expand	authorized	capacity,	add	additional	hazardous	waste	disposal	units,	or	add	
additional	waste	streams,	and	they	still	had	at	least	five	years	until	they	would	fill	Panel	8,	
why	did	they	request	it	in	2018?	What	the	urgency	behind	the	request?	
	
The	answer	was	that	the	season	for	“making	hay	while	the	sun	shines”	was	likely	coming	to	
an	end.	The	current	administration,	with	its	close	and	sympathetic	relationship	with	the	
Permittees,	would	be	gone	at	the	end	of	2018,	and	there	was	no	assurance	that	the	next	
administration	would	treat	them	as	favorably.	Time	was	of	the	essence,	and	a	Final	Order	
needed	to	be	issued	before	the	end	of	the	year.	I	will	not	recite	the	specifics	here,	but	the	
entire	schedule	–	from	elevating	the	Class	2	to	a	Class	3,	developing	and	issuing	the	draft	
Permit	for	public	comment,	recommending	and	scheduling	a	hearing,	holding	negotiations,	
setting	deadlines	to	file	an	entry	of	appearance	and	a	statement	of	intent	to	present	
technical	testimony,	holding	the	hearing,	and	scheduling	all	the	post-hearing	filings	–	was	
on	an	incredibly	compressed	time	line.	It	was	clear	to	everyone	involved	that	the	matter	
had	to	be	completed	before	the	end	of	the	year,	and	Secretary	Tongate	signed	the	Final	
Order	approving	the	draft	Permit	on	December	21,	2018.	
	
This	PMR	provided	a	very	clear	and	stark	contrast	in	interpreting	the	early	history	of	WIPP,	
including	an	understanding	of	Congressional	intent	in	the	Land	Withdrawal	Act,	DOE	
orders	and	policies,	reports	of	waste	inventories	through	the	years,	the	assumptions	and	
basis	for	the	design	of	the	WIPP	facility,	and	so	forth.	The	fact	that	NMED	aligned	itself	with	
a	new	and	novel	“revisionist”	interpretation	of	the	administrative	record	as	presented	in	
the	PMR,	and	rejected	the	“originalist”	interpretation	of	at	least	two	of	the	opposing	expert	
witnesses	with	the	greatest	experience	and	depth	of	understanding	of	the	administrative	
record	–	Mr.	Hancock	of	SRIC	and	myself	–	begs	the	question:	Why,	unless	it	was	a	policy	
decision	to	choose	one	side	over	the	other?	
	
There	really	is	no	other	answer	to	that	question.	With	the	Permittees	and	NMED	on	the	
same	revisionist	side	of	the	issue,	the	Hearing	Officer	demonstrated	that,	in	every	instance	
of	a	difference	of	interpretation,	he	would	side	with	the	revisionists	and	dismiss	the	
originalists	out	of	hand	(actually	referring	to	my	testimony	as	“non-persuasive”	in	his	
report	to	the	Secretary).	The	Secretary	wanted	this	outcome,	and	he	(and	the	Permittees)	
got	it,	albeit	in	the	last	days	of	his	outgoing	administration.	
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Volume	of	Record	#5	–	NMED	Can	Implement	a	Revised	Policy	
	
What	recourse	does	the	current	administration	and	NMED	Secretary	have	to	reverse	the	
VOR	language	in	the	draft	Permit,	assuming	they	would	consider	it?	
	
One	complicating	factor	is	that	incoming	Secretary	Kenney	supported	NMED’s	position	
after	some	of	the	hearing	parties	appealed	the	VOR	decision	to	the	NM	Court	of	Appeals.	His	
decision	was	likely	influenced	by	Ms.	Hower,	who	he	retained	as	his	General	Counsel,	even	
though	she	was	a	political	appointee	whose	position	is	generally	vacated	at	a	change	of	
administrations	and	filled	with	a	new	person	of	the	Secretary’s	choosing.	Ms.	Hower	
subsequently	withdrew	as	counsel	for	the	appeals	case	on	March	1,	2021	and	is	no	longer	
with	NMED.	
	
One	obvious	approach	for	the	Secretary	would	be	to	determine	whether	there	is	sufficient	
reason	to	question	whether	the	Permittees’	certification	for	the	Class	2	PMR	is	“true,	
accurate,	and	complete”	under	the	requirements	of	20.4.1.900	NMAC	(incorporating	40	
CFR	§270.11(d)(1)).	Mr.	Hancock	raised	this	issue	in	his	comments	on	the	Class	2	PMR	(AR	
180402.34,	PDF	pp.	7-9).	This	could	then	serve	as	the	basis	for	the	Secretary	to	revaluate	
whether	the	justifications	in	the	PMR	were	“true,	accurate,	and	complete”	with	respect	to	
the	entirety	of	the	WIPP	administrative	record.	My	comments	and	testimony,	as	well	as	
those	of	SRIC,	could	serve	as	a	guide	against	which	to	asess	the	truth,	accuracy,	and	
completeness	of	the	PMR.	If	the	Secretary	finds	there	are	sufficiently	persuasive	reasons	for	
NMED	to	reconsider	the	previous	Secretary’s	Final	Order	approving	the	VOR	changes,	this	
could	be	accomplished	by	proposing	appropriate	revisions	to	the	current	renewal	draft	
Permit.	
	
At	a	minimum,	it	is	critical	for	NMED	to:	

• Revoke	the	specific	VOR	language	that	gave	DOE	improper	authority	to	maintain	
two	inconsistent	methods	for	determining	waste	disposal	volumes,	

• Reinstate	and	codify	the	historic	“gross	internal	volume	of	the	outermost	container”	
and	“overpacked	containers	are	waste”	understandings	in	the	Permit,	and	

• Reassert	NMED’s	authority	for	enforcing	LWA	capacity	limits	and	restore	the	
linkage	between	HWDU	disposal	volumes	and	overall	LWA	capacity	limits	

	
Furthermore,	consider	preemptively	identifying	additional	“excluded	waste”	categories	
(e.g.,	from	NAS	Table	3-2)	and	incorporating	them	into	the	draft	Permit,	similar	to	what	
was	done	with	waste	from	specific	tanks	back	in	2004.	This	could	be	done	by	expanding	the	
purpose	for	Part	2,	Section	2.3.3.8	“Excluded	Waste,”	and	Attachment	C,	Table	C-4	“Waste	
Tanks	Subject	to	Exclusion.”	Such	wastes	that	are	not	currently	in	the	ATWIR	or	the	
administrative	record	could	be	readily	identified	by	relevant	NEPA	documents	that	
propose	or	recommend	WIPP	as	a	disposal	alternative	for	them.	
	
This	would	help	to	ensure	that	all	projected	future	TRU	wastes	(i.e.,	those	currently	
reported	in	ATWIR)	have	priority	for	disposal	at	WIPP.	Even	if	DOE	isn’t	going	to	keep	its	
commitment	to	it	generator	sites	and	the	states	that	host	them	and	displace	them	with	
other	wastes,	NMED	can	ensure	by	incorporating	this	approach	in	the	WIPP	Permit	that	
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states	having	binding	agreements	with	their	DOE	generator	sites	will	not	be	left	holding	the	
bag.	This	approach	is	also	consistent	with	WIPP	serving	its	original	intent	as	a	pilot	plant,	
not	as	the	only	and	forever	disposal	site.	DOE	could	even	use	the	excluded	waste	
designations	in	the	Permit	as	justification	to	seek	Congressional	authorization	for	a	future,	
second	repository.	
	
Volume	of	Record	#6	–	Consequences	for	DOE	
	
I	believe	that	if	DOE	suffers	real	world	consequences	for	having	created	an	alternate	
universe	requiring	two	different	volume	calculation	schemes	for	disposal,	instead	of	
planning	ahead	for	additional	disposal	capacity	at	a	second	repository,	then	they	deserve	it.	
	
Request	for	Public	Hearing	
	
In	light	of	my	comments,	I	am	requesting	a	public	hearing	on	the	draft	Permit	as	specified	
in	the	public	notice	and	fact	sheet,	both	issued	on	December	20,	2022:	

Requests	for	a	public	hearing	shall	provide:	(1)	a	clear	and	concise	factual	statement	
of	the	nature	and	scope	of	the	interest	of	the	person	requesting	the	hearing;	(2)	the	
name	and	address	of	all	persons	whom	the	requestor	represents;	(3)	a	statement	of	
any	objections	to	the	draft	Permit,	including	specific	references	to	any	conditions	being	
modified;	and	(4)	a	statement	of	the	issues	which	the	commenter	proposes	to	raise	for	
consideration	at	the	hearing.	

	
(1)	Nature	and	scope	of	interest	of	person	requesting	the	hearing:	

I	am	a	private	citizen	with	extensive	knowledge	of	and	experience	with	the	WIPP	
Permit.	I	am	particularly	interested	in	maintaining	the	clarity	of	the	existing	roles	of	
regulator	(NMED)	and	regulated	entity	(DOE	and	their	contractor,	referred	to	as	the	
Permittees)	in	the	Permit.	

	
(2)	Person(s)	whom	the	requestor	represents:	

I	am	representing	myself	with	no	other	persons.	My	name	and	address	are	provided	
on	the	cover	page	to	these	comments.	

	
(3)	Objections	to	the	draft	Permit:	

I	object	to	approval	of	the	draft	Permit	as	presented	because	it	retains	language	
implementing	the	Permittees’	2018	Volume	of	Record	modification	

	
(4)	Issues	proposed	for	consideration	at	the	hearing:	

a) VOR	and	NMED’s	role	in	regaining	authority	over	the	WIPP	LWA	capacity	limit	
b) Any	other	issues	that	remain	unresolved	following	formal	negotiations	on	the	draft	

Permit	and	on	which	I	have	relevant	views	and	opinions	either	for	or	against	
	
In	requesting	a	public	hearing,	I	also	wish	to	be	included	in	any	negotiations	to	resolve	the	
issues	I	have	raised	in	my	comments,	as	provided	in	20.4.1.901.A(4)	NMAC.	
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Please	feel	free	to	contact	me	if	you	have	any	questions	or	seek	clarification	about	my	
comments.	I	can	be	reached	at	(505)	660-0353	or	by	email	at	steve_zappe@mac.com.	
	
Sincerely,	

	
Steve	Zappe	
steve_zappe@mac.com	
	
Attachment:	
	 TID	Response	Container	Volumes	2018.xlsx	


